Author To Donate Portion Of Pre-Book Sales To SAVE
The suicide awareness organization and author hoping to educate
JACKSON, TENNESSEE, May 19, 2021 - Imagine not being able to remember some of the most
cherished moments of your life like the day you were married, the birth of your children, fond
moments growing up with family and your friendships. Then imagine the heaviness of wanting to
have questions answered and the frustration of not getting the answers you seek. Welcome to the
world of Kelsey Smith-Pritchard.
In the first installment of the Trilogy To And Fro: Kelsey’s Journey, explores the types of
discouragement that can become too heavy and increase the risk of suicide. Author LT Ladino
Bryson understands the intense disappointments life can throw. While penning her first novel she
decided to touch on the subject of suicide contemplation. “Many have experienced the intensity of
panic when one believe their problems will overtake them. In Chapter 19, “The Pity Party”, I
wanted the reader to understand the heaviness of such disappointment and walk with the character
as she moved from contemplation to willingness of possibly harming herself, ” Ladino Bryson
shares. It is an intense chapter to read as one follows the psyche of another person, but it also can
provide a level of sensitivity to those around us.
So, Ladino Bryson felt it was important to donate over half of her proceeds from the first 30-day
Kindle book sales to SAVE, (Suicide Awareness Voice of Education), one of the nation’s first
organizations dedicated to the prevention of suicide. SAVE is the leading national organization
working to prevent suicide through public awareness, education and as a resource for suicide
survivors. “I watched my youngest son struggle with the pain and loss of losing over 20+ friends
within an 8-year period while in middle and high school. No one should have to endure such pain
and I wanted to contribute to SAVE’s efforts and resources,” Ladino Bryson concludes.

“LT poses an interesting story… I laughed out loud in some parts and shared Kelsey's pain in
other parts,” says one reader. To and Fro: Kelsey’s Journey is being released on June 1, 2021 and
is available for pre-sale at this link. This donation campaign will run for the first 30 days and the
page-turner is a suspenseful read and easy summer read. To learn more about the book and the
novel visit Peace In The Storm Publishing’s website.
***
About SAVE: For 30 years with more than 20 Charters, SAVE has been the leading national
organization working to prevent suicide through public awareness, education and as a resource for
suicide survivors. SAVE developed the best practices for Media Reporting on Suicide, several
award winning media campaigns, the only certification program for safe messaging and the
National Media Award. SAVE developed an evidence based school-based program (LEADS);
conducts training for professionals and communities globally, and thousands of SAVE’s best
practice resources are distributed annually. SAVE’s Peer Connections is the only peer support
program dedicated to suicide prevention and our workplace prevention programs and partnership
with Willis Towers Watson in the construction industry are the gold standard for companies.
***
A word from the publisher Peace In The Storm Publishing/Renewing Your Mind Ink:
"Many of us have been touched by suicide and the loss of someone we love. LT Ladino Bryson
boldly and brilliantly addresses this very serious matter in her book with courage and provides
incredible insight for the reader. Words have tremendous power. We at Peace In The Storm
Publishing and Renewing Your Mind Ink are so very proud of LT Ladino Bryson and look
forward to the positive outcomes that can come from this amazing literary masterpiece."
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